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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Engels in writing the preface to the Manifesto of the
Coinmunist Party hazarded a prophecy about the effect of
the main proposition of that bit of writing when he said:
This proposition which, in my opinion, is destined
to do for history what Darwin’s theory has done
for biology. 1
"Destined" is a strong word. Yet this year, the fiftieth
anniversary of Marx’s death, finds the present much
nearer the prophecy than any other one. Starting with the
First International, the Second and Third International
have followed Marxisui lines, and with the exception of
a small anarchical movement in the United States the
Socialist and Communist Parties have used the Marxian
classics as text-books. Increasingly, scholars and labor-
ing people are becoming aware of the cardinal ideas of
this man’s thought scheme, and when it is studied with
open-mindedness, tremendous issues are discovered. That
is why such a thesis as this has been difficult to write.
The questions asked by such a man, the cold, logical
analysis of history which he presents, his notion of his-
torical causation
,
the conception of the role of classes,
all raise such live problems that it is almost impossible
1. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Manifesto of the
Communist Party
, p. 8.
ffoiioufco'td’nl
*^0 oiaex^fraM erf^ o:t oDP.Je’tq orfi gntcJ-irtv nJt ele^itS
‘to odd ^uocfs B beb'ieserf ;fal rmfi3ioD
rhixjE 9 rf noxiw ^irld’iiw 1o d’lo ctarfct lo ^oI^fIRO^TO^q crigirt edcf
benl;t89ft b1 taolatqo ^doldjv nol^JtecqO'rq cirfT
enoft Rflrf 'C^roBri:# e’wtw'TEG J-jsrfw -lol ot cS
^
.XSo^old 'iol
ecf:f ,*xjsox eldd ieY .hTOvf ^rtorcJe a ei JbanlcfeoCr
rloim ^nos^ic ori:t ebnJtl .rfctreb e’x'^M.lo 7.^BBi9-'±xuxa
ef{& iiJIw .eno lorirto -'ne '^oeiioo'iq lanao.'r
leaol JBrt'iorfnl b*ififT bra hccooC eri^ , lanr ?:tJ3rTed’ffT iBii’?
lo noldqaojre ©ri:# rf^lw bn:> ,8i>/Tii nalxiaE boTroIIo'i evBri
9 ri:f 8©iBi8 betflnU nd^ cil (^aemovotr Lsoldr^rtum XIbcs a
nn^xnaM oiif bacif ©vex! aeXo'io^ rfeXnxmnoO boa ^failaioo^
-Torfef ftna e'lBlorioc ,^IsnX 8 »^ 0*ionI .a%^oocf-;txe:f ee roIbbbIo
to BJBobl I.ar.lt'ipo a£t> to ©nuBva guiiroood ©'li? ©Iqoeq gni
rfrflw beXbJ'cta eJ ne/fw btw , 0inodoe ixlatrorid^ E’naer! eX/1:J
JarfT .boTrovoreib oia ne(/Frt Bi/o''' aatrm'l^f , spanbebalm-naqo
.
> >tw od dJj/oI'l** IJb rrved c«rf aa Rleorict a dox/c b I
Iaot:w«r‘X ,^too arW .ttan a cijf/e x^ be^f^ft zrroIdsQUp erfT
-Bx*r to aolion aid ,B^nt'Ro*iq od dolriv ^'lo^rld to eie’^LanB
teaesaXo to oloi erf:t to not j'qaonoo odd , notd’aetrDo Jartioct
o£<j't aaoqrrrt cteoirrla cl ti ctadi cinoXcfo'xq ©vtl doue ©stai XXb
edv to o:fa©tl.'T«M orfJ ^pXasq^T bna xxtM loo/t .1
,e . ' ;fBtrTonjoO
to write about them without partiality.
The problem confronting most students of Marx is not
a study of his economics, nor an understanding of the
role of violent revolution, nor even his theory of the
state; the confusion has appeared at the point of his basic
assumptions, the materialistic conception of history and
the class struggle. Differences about these are prominent
among the scholars, and because they are underlying prin-
ciples, the concepts resting on them have been in pre-
carious positions. The task, therefore, set in this
thesis is an exact, descriptive analysis of the two prin-
ciples which are the foundation of the whole Marxist
thought structure. And if this description can be relied
on as objective and thorough, the approach to the other
subjects will be with more certainty.
In the study of Marx's life, M. Beer's small voliune.
The Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
,
for clarity, con-
ciseness and authoritativeness quite surpasses the larger
volume of John Spargo's, Karl Marx . Since the main effort
in the sections on theory was to give a description, my
sources were as far as possible the writings of Marx.
Because there is no single treatment of his theory of his-
tory, the material for it was culled from various writings.
The Manifesto of the Communist Party and Civil War In
France were the main sources for the study of the con-
ception of the class struggle. If there is any one book
cr
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rfiirf*T8 q cflforfiiw norfct ir/odfi ©d‘i*iw oi
:ton 8i 7:18 .^ ^.o a^triebircte d-Bom 3ni^fro*ilnoo meldoiq ©xfT
erfd lo sflJ^fc»fi8 d’8 *iofcni/ n© *100 ^Boltrcnooe aJtrf lo ^birtc b
©rfd lo ijToerfd' slrf n©v© ton .noI;tirXov©t dnslolv 'io oXot
olesd cifi to rfnioCT srfd dB betoeqqs e^ri nolEolnoo ©rid ,*edBde
^^u ^jtodRXri lo noldqeorroo ol dnllB r.tod8 ffr orid ^enoXdqmifRse
drtenlffjotq ©ts seerfd diforis 89 onete.^lXC[ .©X^^ntda bsbIo ©rid
-nXtq 3nlTfXt©f)r£T ot© eGxr«o©ri^ ^etflTorioe orid gnoris
~©tq aX fiAoa evferi ftorfd no snldas^t-^^idqeonoo ©rio < 39X0 X 0
sXrid nX d©R ieto^eterfd <?fe8 d eriT encidXeoq exroXtao
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.'^ffiBdteo ©tor- ridXvr ©ri fXX'.v Fdo9 t<^^fE
< ©mtflov LXrrro e'teoS <©1 XX e’xtftM lo
-noo t^dXtafo tol , xtaM TtaH ©anlrioBoT bn© o*XiJ ©rfT
toStaX ©rid BoeBBOtt/R ©dii'p eeonsvldadXtoridun baa 8&©n©cio
dtot^© nXftirr ©rfd ©on !2 .xtaM XtaTI ^B'oatnqr rrioT, '^o em/Iov
i:m <ffoXdoXtoe©b a ©vXg od rjjw ^jtoerid no enoidoas ©rid nX
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or pamphlet which can be said to be the best exposition
of Marx, I should say it was Nikolai Lenin *s pamphlet
Karl Marx .
In using these works and others, my method was first
to read the writings of Marx himself, then to read the
comments and explanations of other writers. The resulting
interplay of different interpretations often made my
understanding clearer.
I should like to express my app»iciation for the
guidance of Walter Muelder. If it had not been for his
help I would have frequently missed important facts. I
am indebted to him. However, he is not responsible for
any position which I have taken.
ao?ctt8oqx© ;Ja©d srCi ed oi bJtae ©cf nco doldw ctelitosq qo
&B£riq^.sq e'a'neJ lelo-j/ZK 8£w dl ^ee* blt/orie I ,x*ic?« '^o
. xtRi'. lutein
tiow boddoct ^rti tBierfdo btm e,^*tov eeod.t sniex/ nl
©dd bj3©i 0.+ rc9d.t dleonT^d x^bM ^o agnZvfJ'XW ©rfd bfl©*x of
SnldljJBe'J 3dT .e're.-t ^'rvr 'ledJo lo sfiol^BftBlqxe bn® s.tneiHnroo
^ Bbf>m fsecHo si:fOldi3d©*tqT:©ifti dns're'i'^.l^f) *)o ^cXq'ioctnl
.te't^elo £frlbns-tB*x9bnr
9rf:t 'lo't rroltaJ! of'iqqe Bseiq'Ke od ©*411 bli^ode I
p/rf nol rt69Cf don bud dl Ttl .':iM©i/Cd ©orjjbix's
T .etfo/rTt Jr.iifioqmt b^aoim 9vad bXifoir I qX^d
rcoT ©IcfXeftoq 2 ©i foci zl eiX t'yov’o^c^' .'.''rf od beXdonnX na
evBd I doXdw noXilaoq xcib
CHAPTER ONE
The Life and Work of Karl Marx

6Chapter I
The Life and Work of Karl Marx
It is well to start any study of Karl Marxes social
philosophy with a review of his life, especially pointing
out the main steps in his intellectual development and
shov/ing some of the historical background which is his
setting.
Karl Heinrich Marx, called the" outstanding working
class theorist of the 19th century"
,
^the real author of
"scientific socialism", was born in the city of Treves
in Southwestern Germany, May 5, 1818. His father, coming
from a hiimble Jev/ish rabbi's family, had succeeded in es-
tablishing for himself a fairly successful law practice,
but never learned the art of saving money. Karl's mother
was a Dutchwoman and came of a family by the name of
Pressburg. It was later she who made the pungent state-
ment about her son, "if Karl made a lot of Capital, in-
stead of writing a lot about Capital, it would have been
much better. "2 The family was a large one, but little is
known about the rest of the cliildren.
?/hen Karl was six years old, the family embraced
Christianity which was evidently no rarity at that time
1. Harry W, I.aidler, History of Socialist Thought
,
p. 149.
2, M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
,
pT 1.
I 'IQc^cri!I^O
X'leM I'laX *>0 >110^ bfia o'^lJ edl
•V
Xa'ooE B'xnaM I*xa3 Jo dTBtfe o:f ILsv si
^rXctnioq .e'ttl BXd ^o 'vbIvo^ b diJlw ’cil<^OBorirfq
bnB ^.rtorrqof PVf»h lauit os rioct<i2 eXri nl aqs:!^ rtli?m ecti ^i/O
Bid 8i rfoirfx* bnji/o'cjtqfoad laoi'to^alri oci Jo Jt»fr!oe saiwoie
."aiiise
Srii’Xnow fjollao rfoJ/tffle'T lTO?i
io -fo. -UrB £is^'i /fct^C ^rlct lo ici-ioedcf enalo
rovo'iT 1:o od.i* nT: cfiod caw .'iiRila^DOs oi'-iictetos”
^ni'ryoo ';t .&lt£ ,3 ,-:npCT'rsO £r: »i?sv7.i:ix;o^. ni
qi fcobc^ao.oirr i-nd .-^rJtrjw^ e'idcfp.'t rieivv-^T. eXdnifrf « rrO'rl
,so*ioa'irr w»'X £tijBpy>oouB ^I'liuT: b ll9 8nir{ 'tov.^ni •sXXdSv'^
p'X*Le>{ .'j€‘f'or srrlvse d-iG orid b^'^'rasX isTaa iucf
Jo Oittftfi ^cf vlii.'jQ'v a “Jo orujo brtfl n?cowdo^xKI c ba^
-s.lt'la .laB^nwq &cl& obanr orf'v eds 'raial ebw dT .‘^/ii/deee'i*!
-ni . TaiiqcO Jo iv£ a ebam Crta'? JI'' ^ctoe 'tad dj:;‘^ds dnaxa
naad evarf Mircw II , dt/orfa io E b ga.t^i'iw qo bna^c
si olli’I ,rno ^s'sr*! a caw rn^-ufl*^ sd? ” .lo^ttad dntm
'odS Jo fno^ od^ diroda rrvorf}/
bopfiidws sdJ? .feJo e'root' ^'2 es’^ I'laX noxf.V
©rcid iaffi ?© on ^Idnobiv© saw do-ciw x^IciBlXcl'ir.O
..>1 .n .idjjfrod? dB-Vraioob Jo ^rcodsi" . criaH .1
^ ^
.^«nry *— i' *- ^ 0% b ^ rx
and brought no reproach upon them. Karl started his edu-
cation in grammar schools of Treve showing considerable
ability. He did not confine himself to his classrooms
for he frequented the house of one L, Von Westphalen
a Government Privy Councillor who was a cultured man, alert
and interested in all the movements of his day. Many
hours were spent in conversation with this man and his
influence is shown when Marx dedicated to him his doctor’s
thesis describing him as .a. man:
Who welcomes every progressive movement with the
the enthusiasm and sober judgment of a lover of
Truth, and who is the living proof that Idealism
is no imagination but the Truth.
^
This same man was to become Marx’s father-in-law.
When his public school course was completed Marx,
only seventeen years old, journeyed to the University of
Bonn and was ready to study law because of his father’s
wishes. But in 1836 he transferred to the University
of Berlin. Before his departure he became secretly engaged
to Jenny Von Westphalen, the daughter of his friend, the
Councillor.
Beer describes this period at Berlin as one of almost
Inhuman concentration. He says:
Giving up all social intercourse, he worked day and
night, making abtsracts of what he read, translating
from the Greek and Latin, working on philosophical
systems, setting down a considerable number of his
own thoughts, and drafting outlines of philosophy
of jurisprudence, as well as writing three volumes
of poetry. 2
1. M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
, p. 2
2. Ibid., p. 4.
V
All this intense concentration and work marks a critical
period in the life of Marx; he was undecided in his
philosophic position and vacillated from one to another,
but finally found refuge in certain aspects of Hegel's
philosophy. This was an important decision; for in so
doing he rejected the abstract Idealism of Kant and Fichte.
‘‘^ortions of a letter which he wrote to his father at this
time, give a vivid view of what was happening. He writes:
As a result of these various activities, I passed
many sleepless nights during my first terra, engaged
in many battles, and had to endure much mental and
physical excitement; and at the end of it all I
found myself not much better off, having in the
meantime neglected nature, art, and society, and
spurned pleasure: such was the comment ray body seemed
to make. My doctor advised me to try the country,
and so, having for the first time passed through the
whole length of the city I found myself before the
gate on the Stralau Road.. •.From the idealism which
I had cherished so long I fell to seeking the ideal
in reality Itself. Whereas before the gods had
dwelt above the earth, they had now become its very
centre.
I had read fragments of Hegel's philosophy,
the strange rugged melody of v/hlch did not please
me. Once again I wished to dive into the depths
of the sea, this time with resolute intention of
finding a spiritual nature just as essential, con-
crete and perfect as the physical, and instead of
indulging in intellectual gymnastics, bringing up
pure pearls in the sunlight....
During my illness I had made acquaintance
with Hegel from beginning to end, as also with
most of his disciples, through frequent meetings
with friends in Stralau I got an introduction into
the Graduate Club.... In the discussions that took
place many conflicting views were put forward, and
more and more securely did I get involved in the
meshes of the new philosophy which I had sought to
escape; but everything articulate in me was put to
silence.^
1. Ibid., pp. 7-8
& ByLiair:\y!*ioV'^bai-' ftolrffi-icfneonoo e^riQial tlxlcf IIA
cld c^l bf*bl*)=ibrTu csw ©ri to otlX ©rf;J al ^oI*r©q
tieJ^orta orf ©no /rro*tt &©^erii«>j8v 6np uoMleoq olrfqoeortrfq
? . . f
E> .r©3yH to R^oec^i} ni/a.+noo af 93L<>€n, f^nx/ol vfX/^nlt ctnd
oe nX not jrroXsiosb ^n>?;t'Toq»Tri' nn r-^ir eld^ • .t;iXqoaoriifq
bxra d/reX Ir .arai toftict©*:.?' b©;^o©f^9'i sri gtrlob
etriit de 's^rfiat airi oX ©donr/ eri a to tnctdqo^
:8e.*fX*rv ©IT .Sfi'neqqerf aje^fp :^’8£fw to biTiv a ovXs ,©nX:t
f)©RBeq J ,8©XiXvt:tC5P eifotnav 089rf,f to i iv-ittz a aA
Jb©sa?n© iffinod "^entt ^fiinvb sctrfsin eeerqer'^e ^rtBrs
biifl r^dopui ffoun ©nubn© o& ban' iVna ,8©X;tdarf ^ff4r
T XXjo dfX to has erit v-tii bn* ^ dnono^Xoxd XjtoXe/rfq
9ff> nX .tto noXtocf rfoinn tfon '^fceYW b'tf'ot,
bofi f^^Xeiooe bffA .die .©'lorfa/t beXodigon ©ailioaexrr
b©^99C ctneirmoo ©£(ct bhw iloire cGir aseXq bon*iriqa
,v/r.frjtfOf) od;t rrtX oi ©n bpeXvba lodoob .©j/sm o;t
©rfi hoEEaq oniX^ odd not ^nivarf »o8 brta
offX 5«rotod tXsQ^m bnrrot I ^ixo ©fid to rfXgaoX elcriw
a':
' Xw r!«*l^aebl frxnX . . . .njaoH //aX/«n.t^: od-i no oXag
X;8©bX ©dd ^nX*ff;t»8 oX ^X©*'- i gnol oc b©rfeXn©rf*) bad T
bnrf ebog ndq anot'’^ Bar^nerf: .tlsadX xi^dXIcjn (iX
rnov uXX ©moood iwon barf ©dct ovods iXawb
.entiiao
t'li^rfqcsoXXrfn n'XogoR to cXoamgant bsfr had I
9BB9Xq ion bXb rfolrir to \rr>oX©itr be^gL'n ogruantfe od:#
odtqab adt c^rxJ
.
Qvtb o^ f^deln T nings ©octO .am
70 noi^. ed.i^ ©li^XoBon tiilv: snl'f »!dx- ,aoB adi to
-ron .le/Xnor-''© ©a Rji^ Xafi'^X'riqs e 5 filbnXt
to haodani bnr ^XaoXt'^jdq a;*'^ ea ontnaq bna ©X»*ro
t2oiX8cnjrr^3 Ir'LT^OGffsX'rr*^ oX ^irigri/’^ai
. . . .Xrf^X CiWP. oXi It? alTjRoq oioq
©OfuaXnlAmojB r,b».” bad I naonXIX v®
dtM OCXa '‘S tBr»9 oX nr:?nr*isjO'r rront X©j^dff
ei^r.l^Qanf tnarpont rig/^n/i* . aaXqXoaih. aXd to tecT
cXrrX noXXoc/bcqdfiJ or yO^ I uaTiiti X BhneXnt dXiw
,
5i00X ;fadq 8noXp»'^ron ! n ©dt ni... .dxrXn 'jXjt’rrbftnd ©dX
&nj9
,
hrcimot Xi'q ©naw aVieXv gaXiotltrfOO ^^fiaar aofiXq
©d*^ nl *>©vXovni i I bXb tIoti/ooe ^-rtofli bnc-onoir:
oi XcigifCR bad I doid’^ Y^XqoeoXidq Kon DriX *^0 sodeem
oX ti;q F.iv ©m ntl oXaJuoXXna snXrfX^'i© va ttdd jaqaoBO
^.©ocraXis
This shows an intellectual conversion, which, as is evident
in the later studies of Marx, life-determining# Even
then it caused him to throw away his poems, his short
stories Sind start to revamp his whole life.
His father was anything hut pleased with this change
and with the life his son was living. It had been over
his protest that Karl changed from law to philosophy, so
this made the strain the more acute. He made an example
of him:
Indeed these young men sleep quite peacefully except
v/hen they now and then devote the whole or part of a
night to pleasure, whereas my clever and gifted son
Karl passes wretched sleepless nights wearying body
and mind with cheerless study, forbearing all pleasure
with the sole object of applying himself to abstruse
studies; but what he builds to-day he destroys to-
morrow, and in the end he finds that he has what he
already had, without having gained anything from
other people. 1
This period was not so devoid of results as Karl*s
father thought, for his son received his Doctor of Philosophy;
degree at the age of twenty- three
,
having written his
thesis upon the subject of The Natural Philosophies of
Democritus and Epicurus . This was conclusive in causing
Marx to give up thoughts of an official career so he turned
to look for a teaching position. But German universities
were not particularly the hot-beds of liberalism, so Marx
was not accepted at the University of Bonn. Finding this
1# Ibid., p. 9
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channel closed to him and also having his income from
home cut off by the death of his father in May 1838, he
turned to the rather indefinite future of free-lance
journalism. Here Marx decided to use the weapon of crit-
icism to bring about the freedom of his nation.
Just about this time the Liberals in the Hhine provinces
published a newspaper, the purpose of v;hich was to prepare
the way for greater political and religious freedom.
Significantly enough, many of the "Younger Hegelians" were
kept in view for editorships and contributors. On the
first of January, 1842, the first number of the Rheinische
Zeitung appeared with Dr, Rutenburg, a friend of Marx’s,
as editor. He naturally invited the young scholar to
write for the paper. The young student’s contributions
were so trenchant, that, on the retirement of the editor,
Marx was offered the position which he accepted. He was
forced by this to make his first serious study of economic
questions. The interest arose out of a definite situation;
the Diet of the ithine Provinces had acted in regard to the
parceling of land wood sealing, the farmers in the
Moseile District, and had also staged some debates on Free
Trade. These called for editorials which Marx did not
think himself capable of writing, so he, taking the death
of the journal as a chance zo withdraw dTor Eserious study,
started his first systematic reveiw of economic questions.
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In spite of his contemplated marriage at this time,
Marx continued his study of Socialist literature and in
these years, 1843-1844, when he laid the foundations for
his great doctrines, we have little writing from him,
so consequently know little about them. This we do know:
he became a thorough Socialist, In a letter which he
wrote from Cologne in 1843, he said:
This system of acquisition and commercialism, of
possession and exploitation of mankind, is leading
even more swiftly than the increase of population
to a breach within the present society, which the
old system cannot heal, because Indeed it has not
the power either to heal pr create, but only to
exist Bind enjoy. 1
Instead of conceiving his function to be that of building
Utopias, he saw it as a function of criticism and "in-
terpreting the struggles and aspirations of the ages." 2
By the winter of 1843, he had evidently come to many
of the conclusions which were later the fundamental ideas
in his system of thought. For instance, he believed that
if any revolutionary change was to be brought about in
industrial conditions, it would come through the efforts
of the laborers, not the ovmers of industry. As he stated
it in the introduction to his critical essay on Hegel's
Philosophy of Law
,
the positive conditions for a German
revolution were:
In the formation of a class in chains, a class which
1, Ibid., p. 15.
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finds itself in bourgeois society, tout which is
not a part of it, of an order which shall break up
all orders. .. .'^Vhen the proletariat proclaims the
dissolution of the existing order of things, it is
merely announcing the secret of its own existence,
for it is in itself the virtual dissolution of this
order of things. When the proletariat desires the
negation of private property, it is merely elevating
as a general principle of society what it already
involuntarily embodies in itself as the negative
product of society. 1
Marx wrote this in Paris where he had gone with his young
wife to take up the editorship of the Franco-German Year
Books . A further declaration of his aim is found in a
letter which he wrote to Rrnold Ruge in September, 1843;
Marx said:
The fearless criticism of all existing institutions -
fearless in the sense that it does not shrink from
its logical consequences, or from conflict with the
powers that be. I am therefore not with those who
would have us set up a standard of dogmatism; far
from it; we should rather try to give what help we
can to those involved in dogma, so that they may
realize the implications of their own principles.
So, for example, communism as taught by Cabet - and
others is a dogmatic abtsraction. . . .We do not then
proclaim to the world in doctrinaire fashion any
new principles: ’this is the truth, bow down before
it’.’ We do not say ’refrain from strife, it is
foolishness ’ i We only make clear to men for what they
are really struggling and to consciousness of this
they must come whether they will or not. 2
So Marx defined his function as criticism rather than the
pronouncements of dogmas. The dialectical influence of
Hegel is plainly evident; the thinker was to set forth no
new system of abtsract thought, but was to look to the
1. Ibid., p,16-17
2. Ibid., p. 18.
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future by examining the present and past.
As was true of many of Marx’s journalistic ventures,
the Year Books were not successful. One edition appeared
(Spring, 1844). But in that one edition there was an
article contributed by Frederick Engels, condemning the
economin system in the name of justice but refusing to
accept French Utopian Socialism.^ This was the beginning
of Marx’s and Engels’ contacts amd also the genesis of
a life-friendship. This friendship embraced an intimacy
of ideas so close that it is difficult to distinguish
the ideas of one from the other. It was through the
generosity of Engels that Marx was able to continue his
literary work.
1. Sketch of Engels’ life:
Engels was born in Barmen, November 28, 1820, the son of
a wealthy manufacturer and was raised in a conservative
enviroment. Before graduation from a gymnasium in Elberfeld
he went into business with his father. Follov/ing his years
of service in the Guard Artillery, he went to Manchester
as agent for his father’s firm. He became interested in the
new industrial developments. On the way to England, Engels
dropped into the offices of the Reinische, Zeitung and met
Marx. When he arrived in England he associated himself
with the Chartist Movement, The Utopian Socialist and Trade
Union Movements. On returning to the continent, collabora-
tion with Marx on The Holy Family took place. In 1845 he
gave up the mercantile business and went to Brussels were
Marx was working. From then on the two were busy the rest
of their lifes studying, writing, carrying on research. In
1850 Engels entered business again to keep Marx at his
literary work. They saw little of each other after this but
had almost daily correspondence. On the death of his father
Engels became a partner in the business. In 1869, he sqld
out his share and with the money moved to London were Marx
was working. The two worked side by side until Marx’s
death. Engels died August 6, 1895. (Harry W. Laidler,
History of Socialist Thought, pp . 156-157 .
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Each man’s personality and abilities supplemented
the other's; Marx was a theorist of a high order, hut im-
practical v/hen it came to such matters as clothing and
money. In contrast, Engels was a successful, energetic
business man, hardly endowed with the intellectual gifts
of Marx but keenly sensitive to Marx abilities and the
problems he faced. If Marx had never met Engels, Beer
thinks, Engels would have remained a Utopian Socialist,
more interested in condemning the present society in the
name of justice than indiscovering the source of progress.
But the gifts weren't one-sided; without the financial
help and literary aid that Engels gave Marx, he would
have hada severe struggle for existence.
After the Year Books had definitely been closed as a
literary project Marx felt himself through with his period
of ideological speculation and ready to close some accounts
with Bruno Bauer, his former teacher, and Bauer's brother,
Edgar, who had not been able to break from Hegel, Marx
does this in his book The Holy Family . Marx criticised
Bruno Bauer, saying that it was impossible to understand
any period of history '’without having studied for example
the industries of that period, the immediate means of pro-
duction of life itself”.! He maintained that ideas were
potent in the development of society only as they represented
1. Quoted, Harry W, Laidler, History of Socialist ThougB^
,
p. 158.
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the interests of the masses
Otherwise ideas might indeed stir up enthusiasm but
they could not achieve any results, •. .Ideas have
only effective results in so far as they correspond
to class interests. The enthusiasm to which such
ideas gave birth arose from the illusion that those
ideas signified the liberation of mankind in general.
1
The quotation shows the tendency of the book; it gives the
germs of the materialistic conception of history as well
as the beginnings of his interpretation of the revolutionary
role of the laboring class. When the discussion of these
theories come later, quotations will be given fromt his
source. The next bit of writing to appear was Marginal
Notes
,
published in August 1844, in the Paris Vorw8.rts
and was a lengthy charge against Huge, It was also a
defense of the German proletariat and Socialism.
In the midst of these activities, Marx and other con-
tributors to the Paris VorwSirts were expelled from France
at the behest of the Prussian government. Marx went to
Brussels in 1845 and spent most of his time continuing
his economic studies, for which Engels had loaned him his
library. Marx embodied the results of this period in his
famous book Mis4re de la Philosophie published in 1847.
The results of his controversy with Proudhon, a French
Socialist, stimulated the study; Marx had hoped to win
him to Socialism but it was futile to try, so this was a
1. Quoted, Harry W, Laidler, History of Socialist Thought
,
p. 158.
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full attack upon his position. Marx systematically at-
tacked, first the economic theories of Proudhon, then
his philosophical and social theories; the main object of
all of which was to induce Socialists to give up their
Utopianism. "Phere were also passages which give clear
indication that Marx had arrived at the full-grown con-
ception of the class struggle.
Marx was not alone in his vigor and action; the 1840 *s
were revolutionary days. They were characterized by
large strikes in England, the rapid spread of Socialism in
Germany, the outcropping of Socialistic groups in France.
Among these, there was organized a league of workers
anxious to propogandize for Socialism. Some of the members
of this group called the organization’s attention to Marx
who, consequently, was Invited to attend the second Con-
gress of the group in 1847. Both Marx and Engels went,
and were commissioned to write a new program. They did.
It was The Manifesto of the Communist Party . The results
of many years of study and research of both men were em-
bodied in this document so that it now stands as a classic
in the field of social philosophy. It is interesting to
notice that at the time of the writing, Marx was twenty-
nine and Engels was twenty-seven. Although the work was
collaborated upon, Engels says:
The Manifesto being our joint production, I consider
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myself bound to state that the fundamental proposi-
tion which forms its nucleus, belongs to Marx* ^
The Manifesto itself contained four parts or four main
groups of ideas: (1) The history of the evbltition of the
middle class, its character, positive and negative
achievements. (2) The doctrine of the class struggle
and the role of the proletariat. (3) Revolutionary sec-
tion by the Communists. (4) Criticism of other Socialist
schools. The last section hardly interests us but the
other three will be discussed in detail in the section of
the thesis entitled The Class Struggle. However, the main
proposition of the pamphlet should be stated. It is this:
The proposition is: that in every historical epoch
the prevailing mode of economic production and ex-
change, and the social organization necessarily
following from it, form the baiis upon which is built
up, and from which alone can be explained, the poltica]
and intellectual history of that epoch; that con-
sequently the whole history of mankind (since the
dissolution of primitive tribal society, holding
land in common ownership) has been a history of class
struggles, contest between exploiting and exploited,
ruling and oppressed classes; that the history of
these class struggles form a series of evolution in
which, now-a-days, a stage has been reached where
the exploite(i and oppressed classes - the proletariat -
cannot attain its emancipation from the sway of the
exploiting and ruling class - the bourgeois!© - without
at the same time, and once and for all, emancipating
at large from all exploitations, oppression, class-
distinction and class struggles. 2
When one reads this and other portions of this short piece
of writing it is easy to say with Algernon Lee:
The Communist Manifesto, ,,. is a truely unique work.
1.
Karl Marx and Frederick l^ngels. Manifesto of the Communist
Party, p. 7.
2. Ibid,
, pp, 7-8,

In form it is the campaign address of a special group
issued in a special emergency. But the campaign has
proved to be an age-long one, and the group has
grown into a world-wide class movement. Moreover
while the writers of this proclamation of course
could not forsee just how remote a victory might be....
they knew well enough that 1848 was to be but one
battle in a very prolonged conflict ... .Accordingly
when called upon to write a campaign document, they
wroje not only as party leaders and agitators - but
also as historisms. 1
The Manifesto had hardly been written before the
February revolutions broke in many German states. They did
not result beneficially for Marx, because he was forced
to move to Paris, to which he had been invited already by
this letter, signed by one Ferdinand Floe on, a member of
the Provisional Governrfient:
Brave and Faithful Marx, the soil of the French Re-
public is a place of refuge for all (friends of
freedom. Tyranny has banished you; France the free
opens to you her gates - to you and to all who fight
for the holy cause, the fraternal cause of all people. 2
But Marx did not stay in Paris long. After gathering some
Communists together, he procured the means for them and
himself to return to Germany to take part in the German
revolution. So the group travelled to the Rhineland and
established a paper, the Neue Rheinische Zeitung
,
which
appeared for the first time in June, 1848. The editorials
that Marxwrote for this journal took on violent coloration;
he had evidently come to feel that the path of peaceful
revolution was closed to thev/orkers stnd that the only means
1. Algernon Lee, The Essentials of Marx , p. 49.
2, M . Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl^Marx, p . 49
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for them to win their freedom was through violent measures.
The time seemed ripe for such actions so he wrote:
Already in the East a revolutionary army composed of
warriors of all nationalities stands confronting the
old Europe represented by and in league with the
Russian army; already from Paris looms the Red
Republic. 1
Later Marx admitted that his views at that time had been
wrong, hastily conceived; forty-five years afterward the
same advice that Marx had given was tempered in Engels’
Class Struggles in France .
Censorship, lawsuits and the failing of the revolution
brought so much pressure on Marx that he sacrificed his
assets to satisfy the creditors of the paper. This meant
bankruptcy for him. Buthe still retained enough to travel
to Paris where he had expected to see a revolution but
arrived in time to see a counter-revolution, and to be
banished from the country in July, 1849. He went to London
where he spent the rest of his life.
The next few months he spent writing his views on the
European revolutions. His Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte and Revolution and Counter Revolution were
written at this time. In these he pointed out that the
revolutions were brought by an industrial crisis and the
return of industrial prosperity in 1848 had likeirise
1. Ibid., p. 50.
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caused the defeat of the workers. He also showed that
the mass of the workers W'^'re still close to medieval types
of production, so that the class-struggle with its cause
modern industry, was practically undeveloped. There was,
therefore, no substantial foundation for revolt.
At this time the Marx family was close to the sub-
sistence level, Marx only source of income was his few
cent* from his ’dally column in ^e Hew York Tribune , for whic
he was the London news correspondent. The income amounted
to about a pound sterling. One time Marx had to sell
his last coat to buy paper for his pamphlet on the Cologne
Communist trial. Fortunately Engels came to the rescue
and started to give him L350 annually, so, v/ith the aid
of a small legacy of L800 from Wilhelm Wolff, Marx was
able to write the first volume of his famous Socialist
criticism of political economy. Capital . With economic
security, Marx had a comparatively happy time in London,
Every day he would appear at the Library of the British
Museum to carry on his research in economics and collect
more material for his great work. It was during this
same period that he published The Critique of Political
Economy .
Six children were born to the Marxes, four girls
and two boys, of v^hom only three of the girls grew up -
Jenny v/ho married Charles Lonquet; Laura, the v.-ife of
Paul Lafargue, and lileanor who married Dr. Edward Aveling.
1
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September 'dhth, 1864 a conference of working men was
held in London, and Marx always interested in any practical
movements, attended and received an invitation to write
the inagural address. This he did. The address was a
review of the history of the working classes in Englsuad
from 1848 to 1864. It showed that they as a class won
certain measures such as the Ten Hour Bill which, in the
words of Marx was;
The first time in broad daylight the political economy
of tne middle classes succumbed to the political
economy of the »urking classes. 1
it is signiixcant to notice that he closed his inagural
aadress by saying:
To conquer political power has become the great duty
of the working class.... one element they possess -
numbers; but numbers weigh only in the balance if
united by combination and led by knov/ledge. 2
From the group to which this was said came an international
laboring organization which can probably be placed as
Marx’s greatest practical accomplishment. Another communica
tion was published under the title. Value, Price and Profit
embodying his theory of value. Later a schism arose in
the International which caused Marx to withdraw from it.
In 1867 the first German edition of Das Kapital
appeared with a subtitle that read ”eine kritische
1. Harry W. Laidler, History of Socialist Thought, p. 186.
2. Ibid., p. 187.
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Analyse der kapitalistischen Producktion*. I* In using
England as the horrible example, he says in the preface to
the first edition:
Just as the American Wslt of Independence in the eight-
eenth century sounded the tocsin for the middle
classes of Europe, so the Anerican Civil War in the
nineteenth century has sounded the tocsin for the
European working class. In England the revolutionary
process is plain to all who have eyes to see* When
it reaches a certain intensity it will react upon
the continent* There it will take a more brutal or
a more humane form according as the development of
the working class varies* •* *That is one of the reasons
I have given so much spacein the present work to a
study of the history, the nature and the results of
British factory legislation. ** *V/hen a society has
discovered the natural laws which regulate its own
movement* **• it can neither overleap the natural
phases of evolution, nor shuffle them out of the
world by decrees* But this much, at least, it can
do; it can shorten and lessen the birth pangs* 1
The whole volume itself treats the nature of commodities,
money, capital and their interrelation* Then it explains
at length the author’s theory of value, finally developing
the law of capitalist accumulation* It can be stated in
a few brief words: as capitalist production grows apace
capital concentrates in fewer and fewer hands* There
follows naturally from this the increase in the productive-
ness of labor, the demand for additional labor decreases
and with this decrease, the army of the unemployed in-
creases and misery accumulates. This isbased by Marx upon
the fact that all the increasing social productivity of
1* Karl Marx, Capital, Vol.I, pp* 864-865
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of labor is carried out at the cost of the individual
laborer, and that the means of developing production
become means of domination and exploitation of the pro-
ducer. These necessarily meaji the degradation of man, take
away the charm of his work and make him and his family
dependent upon the mercy of those who are using him* So
poverty grows. This has beencalled in Marxian circles
the Doctrine of the Accumulation of Misery. 1 Naturally from
this social phenomenon comes the class struggle, the dis-
integration of Capitalism, its destruction by its own
hand and violent revolution. All this is included in the
first volume which was published in 1867.
After this Marx found his physical health failing.
There were increasing ailments with increasing attempts at
cures, but to no particular avail. During the years 1877-
1878 there seemed to be a rallying sufficient to allow him
to gather material for his second volume of Canital . This
1. An earlier statement of this doctrine:
From day to day it grows clearer that the relations of
production in which the bourgeoisie move have not a
unique character, nor yet a simple character, but a
duplex character; that in propontion wealth is producec:
poverty is produced likewise; and that to the same
extent to which there occurs a development of the
forces of production, there develops also a force pro-
ductive of repression; that these relations do not
produce bourgeois wealth that It to say, the wealth
of the bourgeois class, except continually destroying
the wealth of the individual members of that class,
and by producing a proletariat which is continually
grov/ing in numbers. Karl Marx, Mis4re de la Philosophle,
p. 116.
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was done at Karlsbad where he was trying to find a cure
for himself, but the cure failed. To-gether, with the
loss of his wife and eldest daughter, the desease won,
and Marx died, March 14, 1883. On Saturday March 17th he
was buried in Highgate Cemetery, London. No better close
for the section upon Marx’s life could be found than the
words of his friend Engels who uttered them over his grave;
Just as Darwin discovered the law of evolution ot
organic nature, so Marx discovered the evolutionary
laws of human history, the simple fact, hitherto bidder
under ideological overgrowths, that above all things
man must eat, drink dress and find shelter before they
can give themselves to political science, art,
religion, or any material necessities of life and the
corresponding stage of economic evolution of a people
or period provides a foundation upon which the na-
tional institutions, legal systems, art and even
religious ideas of the people in question have been
built, and upon which, therefore, their explanation
must be based, a procedure the reverse of also the
special law of motion for the modern capitalist pro-
duction and for the middle society which it begets.
With the discovery of surplus value light was at
once thrown upon the subject, all the earlier in-
vestigations of which, whether by middle-class
economists or Socialist critics, had been gropings
in the dark 1
So clearly summarized is the thought contribution of Marx
for the moderh world. A few words of appraisal from a
modern is not amiss;
In every country of the world where men have set
themselves the task of social improvement, Marx has
been always the source of inspiration and prophecy.
Wherehe was also Irresistably right was his prophecy
that the civilization of his epoch was built upon sand 2
1. M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
, p. 63.
2. Harold Laski, Karl IVlarx, pp. 16-45; quoted, Harry W.
Laidler, History of Socialist Thought
, p. 197.
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Chapter II
The Social Philosophy of Karl Marx: The Materialistic
Conception of History
The first step in a study of the social philosophy of
Karl Marx is the materialistic conception of history, some-
times referred to as "historical materialism”. It is the
first foundation of the logical structure which Marx built.
Its significance for us rests in the consistency with
which he-'-used it, in the employment of it by the Communist
Party as a basis for the predictions of revolutions and the
victory of the proletariat, and its continued presence as
key notion in "scientific socialism". Out of it arises
the second main conception of Marx, the class struggle,
so it is necessary that our study start with his theory of
history. <^ne word as to choice of terms in referring to
this theory: sometimes it has been called "the economic
interpretation of history" or "economic determinism" and
tl^atten *9 by many reputable Marxian scholars. I have retained
the phrase "materialistic conception of history" for
several reasons: the first one is that this phrase is the
oldest of the three; the second reason is that the word
economic • is too narrow for the meaning of the concept;
the third reason is that determinism conveys an impression
about motives which can hardly be supported by an examina-
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tlon of Marx’s theory; the fourth reason is that economic
determinism implies the idea that ipan, individually, is
governedd hy an inescapable pain-pleasure calculus in his
struggle for existence. While this may be supported by
some Marxian students on other grounds, there is an open
question whether it is good Marxism.
As a guide to hie studies from 1843-44 onwards, Marx
used the conception of history, or method of investi-
gation, which - in contradistinction to the idealist
conception of history of Hegel - was named materialist
As its nature is dialectic - as it seeks to conceive
in thought the evolving anatgonisms of the social
process - it is, like Hegel’s dialectic, a conception
of history and a method of investigation at the
same time. 1
As this quotation would imply, an understanding of the
materialistic conception of history as formulated by Marx
necessitates an understanding of Hegel, for Marx was
Hegel’s pupil in a real sense, although he gave a twist to
his teacher’s doctrines that Hegel would probably have been
the first to straighten. But it is almost impossible for
us to overlook or over-estimate the contribution of Hegel
to Marx. The dialectic method of thought served Utarx as
a key with which to open all the doors to the understanding
of the phenomena of social life. It is true that the dis-
covery of the materialistic conception of history did not
depend on the dialectic. But it is equally true that it
was the means of Marx’s discovery; so any understanding of
Marx must rest upon some review of Hegel.
1. M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx, p. 65.
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George Wilhelm Hegel (1770-1831) had an unusual task.l
By the beginning of the nineteenth century a new idea had
begun to make its way into the consciousness of thinking
people, and that idea was evolution. According to it, all
things were in flux, in a state of becoming, of appearing
and disappearing, of beihg born and of dying. In view of
this conception, the old formalistic logic was no longer
adequate; rigid in nature, it could no longer deal with
things that were in a state of change. So a new logic
was sought, and it was Hegel who made one of the first
thoroughly painstaking endeavors to formulate it.
It was natural for any philosophy, especially any
philosophy of history, as far as Hegel was concerned to start
with evolution. He Insisted that the world of human ex-
perience was created by reason; and because reason is a
principle of grov/th, its embodiment in facts is meaningless
save as it is studied in the terms of development. But
this is not na terialistic . Hegel was an idealist; the origin
11 Digest of Hegel’s life;
He was born in Stuttgart, 1770, studied theology and
philosophy at Tubingen (1788-1801), and held private tutor-
ships in Switzerland and in Frankfort, from 1794-1801. In
1801 he established himself at Jena, receiving a professor-
ship in 1805, which he was compelled to relinquish after the
battleof Jena in 1806. After serving as editor of the news-
p]^per in Bamberg (1806-1808) and as a director of the gym-
nasium at Nuremburg (1808-1816), he was called to the pro-
fessorships of philosophy at Heidelberg and Berlin successive
In 1831, after exercising much influence, he died of cholera.
Frank Thllly, History of Philosophy
, p. 464.
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and essence of gnowth is to be sought , according to him,
not in material forces at all, but in reason, the logical
idea, the universal spirit, in God. He is the Idea which
contains within itself all forms of being which he develops
dialectically. The idea creates for itself material em-
bodiment, first in inorganic nature, then in organic nature
and finally in man when it anpears in reason. When reason
rises in the mind, and self-consciousness, and freedom,
it becomes the idea again. One illustration of how this
works is in Hegel’s view of history; it is the slow develop-
ment of the idea of freedom, and institutions are simply
man’s efforts to embody that idea. Institutions are in
fact, theidea. Of course, each manifestation is partial
and imperfect, so there arises within it a contradiction.
There is a clash between the old manifestation of the idea
and the new need, and a new idea results, the negation of
the old by the contradictory need. So this process works
through all of history and all of the v/orld. There are
partial embodiments of ideas, contradictions arise and a
new form of the idea is brought out. So being is becoming.
This manner of conceiving things and beings, as in the
process of changing, through the struggle of contradictory
elements and their resolution, is what Hegel called the
dialectic method. The whole emphasis is placed not upon
the fact that a certain thing is but upon its becoming.
“egel believed that the important thin^ in change was con-
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tradiction, or the antithesis, which brings into being all
the gifts of mankind. Only and only when the contradictory
reveals itself are we able to have evolution and progress.
The thing or being against which the contradiction operates
is called by Hegel the Positive, and the anatgonistic
element is called the Negation. The third stage of the
process is called the Negation of the Negation. In much
more familiar language, we have the Thesis (the Positive)
and the Antithesis (the Negation) and issuing from them
the Synthesis (the Negation of the Negation). This is the
famous dialectical process which served no^ only as a system
of logic but as a method of investigation as well. A plain
corollary of this is the belief that progress historically
is the contradiction of one aspect by another. This lies
back of Marx’s thought that without feudalism there could
have been no middle class; and without the middle class state
there could have been no proletarian movement. Also it
follows that the working out of the idea of private property
is necessary to reveal its imperfections and its remedy,
common ownership. That is to say, there comes a stage of
history when the utility of an idea is completed; its
antithesis begins the work of creative destruction and a
new idea arises.
This provides us with sufficient background to look
at Hegelianism’s effect upon Marx. What interested him was
not so much the result as the method. This he used with
'j ‘ ^ V-.
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with consummate mastery, grounding his class struggle
theory upon it. He took the dialectic as his positive clue
to all social phenomena and examined them, "^he notion tkht
each age produces its own corrective, threw much light
upon the problems that confronted Marx, so taking the dialec*
tic away from Hegel, Marx applied it to the destruction of
Capitalism as other thinkers such as Feuerbach and Strauss
had applied it to the destruction of Christianity.
The materialistic conception of history was never form-
ulated by Marx in any comprehensive manner, although it
was constantly his assumption and at times he made direct
references to it. Particularly evident is the conception
in The Manifesto of the Communist Party and The Poverty
of Philosophy . Marx had a projected book on logic in
which he proposed to examine the theory indetail, but the
book was never written. Hence, nowhere in Marx's extensive
writings do we have a thorough-going elaboration of his
thesis. But in the preface to his Critique of Political
Economy Marx explains how in revising Hegel’s Philosophy
of Law he was led to the conclusion that:
Legal relations as well as forms of state could neithei
be understood by themselves, nor explained by the so-
called general progress of the human mind, but that
they are rooted in the conditions of life. 1
This gives us one of the earlier statements of the inter-
pretation. The following sections of the same passage
1.^ Algernon Lee, The Essentials of Marx, p. 176.
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give it more extensively:
The general conclusion at which I arrived and
which, once reached, continued to serve as the leading
thread in my studies may be briefly summed up as
follows: In the social production which men carry on
they enter into definite relationships that are in-
dispensable and Independent of their will; these re-
lations of production correspond to a definite stage
of development of their material powers of production.
The sum total of these relations of production con-
stitutes the economic structure of society the real
foundation on which arises legal and political super-
structures and to which correspond definite forms of
social conscioiasness. The mode of production in mate-
rial life determines the general character of the
social, political and spiritual processes of life*
It is not the consciousness of men that determines
their existence, but on the contrary their social
existence determines their consciousness.
At a certain stage in their development, the mate-
rial forces of production in society come into con-
flict with the existing relationsof production - or,
what is but a legal expression of that same thing
with the property relations v/lthin which they had been
at work before. From forms of development of the
forces of production, these turn into fetters; Then
comes the period of social x-evolution. Vvlth the
change of the economic foundation, the entire immense
superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed.
No social order ever disappears before all the
productive forces for which there is room within it
have developed; and new higher relationsof production
never appear before the material conditions of their
existence have matured in the womb of the old society.
Therefore mankind always takes up only such problems
as it can solve; since, looking at the matter more
closely, we will always find that the problem itself
arises only when the material conditions necessary
for its solution already exist or are at least in
process of formation. 1
I have quoted at length because this is one of the clearest
statements of the position; the only statement that rivals
it is Engels' in the preface of The Manifesto of the
Communist Party , Briefly, Marx is saying that the modes of
1, Algernon Lee, Essentials of Marx, pp, 176-177
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production and their changes determine the social relations
of mankind. The hand mill created the feudal lord; the
steam mill created the capitalist. As far as this scholar
was concerned the prime motive power of human society
which is responsible for changes in human consciousness
and thought, or which causes various institutions or
conflicts to arise, does not|originate, primarily, in an
idea or The Idea, or in some world spirit, but in the
material conditions of life* The basis of human history
is* therefore material. The material conditions
of life can be interpreted to mean the manner In which
men as social beings, with the aid of their environing
nature and their own nature, shape their material existence,
provide for their own shelter, food and clothing, and ex-
change the goods that seem necessary to their livelihood.
To interpret material conditions to mean this is selecting
an interpretation that may be questioned, but the reasonablen|^S3
of it will be evident I think when the concept of "powers
of production" is described. Granting that this is one
possible interpretation, it follows that ideas, laws, art
and even religion are all determined by the material
conditions of life. Marx was anxious to find out the causes
^
the impulses that produce the changes and revolutions, or
create the tendencies thereto. What interested Marx was
not origins but the development and change of things; he
wanted to know the dynamic law of history, and this is his
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formulation of it.
We have then a doctrine that is easy to illustrate. It
is clear, for Instance, that feudal society transformed
all institutions to suit its needs. Law was built in terms
of relationships that fixed men in alandh61ding system
conceived in the interests of a hereditary nobility. And
religion adjusted itself; the church which began as a
preacher of equality had no difficulty in adjusting its
doctrine to the social hiearchy which feudalism required.
As the medieval state declined, there grew in its place
a middle-class state with &n emphasis upon private property.
Little by little it swept away the institutions, thought
systems, and economic relations which served the feudal
notion of status, replacing it with the notion of contract.
The individual replaced the guild; Protestantism, with its
emphasis upon the individual conscience replaced the Holy
See. The small state of feudalism gave way to the national
states with their facilities for commerce. And when the
monarchies hindered the development they were promptly
destroyed. So at each step of the way, concrete economic
necessities govern history rather than abtsract ideas.
We have in the materialistic conception of history a
doctrine, not of being, but of becoming. It sets out to
explain not simply why things are as they are, but how they
are in the process of becoming something different. The
”pov/ers of production" are changing as constantly as man’s
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command over nature changes in nature and scope, and
these changes In the "powers of production" call for corre--
spohding changes in the social, political and legal
structure of the age. As the"powers of production" change
so will the organization of labor change; class relation-
ships, property, laws, forms of government and ways of
thinking. But these adaptations are not easily and smoothly
mqde; the old order always has its defenders, men who have
gathered around its particular institutions, and they are
reluctant to see it pass from the scene. Therefore, the
"relations of production" tend to lag behind the growth
of the"powers of production" and they can only be brought
forward by the sharp shock ofjrevolution. A rereading of
the statement of the doctrine quoted before, will lead
one to this conclusion.
Marx’s Hegelian inhejiitance is clearly revealed at
this point. History, for him, as for Hegel, progresses by
the method of the dialectic. There is thesis, antithesis
and synthesis. Each social system based on a stage in the
development of the "powers of production" is the thesis,
which some day is to call into being an antithesis. Thus,
at the present stage, the capitalist system is compelled,
for the sake of the"powers of production", to call into
existence its own antithesis, the organization of labor. It
must, to make the most of the situation, place the workers
together in factories and towns, subject them to a common
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discipline which alv/ays stimulates effort to organize
labor. This occurs while capitalistic production still
has room for development. Thus, in the future. Capitalism
having done its work, will become the fetter upon the
powers it has brought into being. The "powers of production'
will demand a more highly coordinated form of "relations
of 'production" than Capitalism is able to produce, so the
working class, disciplined by its old master, will be
ready, as the under-dogs to assume the leadership is
dettroying the old forms of relations. In fact, itis the
only class that can; the others are tied hand and foot
by the old relations. The capitalists will not surrender
without struggle and with this clash there arises the
conflict between thesis and antithesis out of which the
synthesis, a classless society will arise. The reason that
a classless society will come is the change in the nature
of property that such a revolution will bring with it;
hitherto there has been private property of some sort;
now there will be a common ownership of property. That will
make this difference: the synthesis, arising on the basis
of the failure of private property, naturally moves to
social ownership which leaves no class to exploit as did
Capitalism when it absorbed the feudal lords. So Marx says
of the death of Capitalism:
This social formation constitutes, therefore, the
closing chapter of the prehistoric stages of human
society. 1
1. M.Beer, Life andTeachings of Karl Marx , p. 77
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For further clarification there should be an examina-
tion of two important concepts in this theory, "powers of
production", sometimes called "forces of production" or
"modes of production"; and the concept "relations of pro-
duction" sometimes called "conditions of production"*
Without an understanding of just what Marx meant by these,
the materialistic conception can be badly misinterpreted*
It should be admitted that we have little direct light*
One sentence shows the importance of the concept "powers
of production":
The mode of production in the material life determines
the general character of the social, political and
spiritual resources of life* ^
What did Marx mean by the concept? Marx conceived his
view as materialistic - in contrast with the idealism of
Hegel* Are we therefore to think of this concept in
purely material terms. I think one can be sure Marx meant
technological developments and forces. In the Manifesto
is this:
The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly rev-
olutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby
the relations of production, and with them the whole
relations of society. ^
Obviously he awards great powers to the instruments, but
they are not the only causes; there is room left for other
forces* Then, I think it is safe to add natural resources
1* Algernon Lee, Essentials of Marx
, p. 176*
2* Karl Marx and ^’rederick Engels, Manifesto of the Communist
Party
, p. 16*

which might he classed with technological forces and
named Inanimate forces. The issue that is most debated
thou^ is whether Marx included labor forces in the concept.
As near as I could discover the following quotation is one
of the clearest:
The elementary factors ofthe labour process are: first,
purposive activity, or the labour itself; secondly,
its subject matter; and thirdly, its instruments, 1
This is taken from the first volume of Capital
,
the volume
in which Marx analyzes production. The labor process is
the means of producing some use-values or commodities that
are necessary to people. Man to do this struggles with
nature, and as he wins victories, the process of production
becomes more and more complicated, but the elements of the
labor process remain those quoted above. About these Marx
says:
If we regard the whole labor process from the out-
look of its result', the product, then both the in-
str\iraent of labour and the subject matter of labour
assume the aspects of the means of production, and
labour itself assumes the aspect of productive labour.
2
Labor is plainly counted a vital agency in production. It
might be well to say that most of the Marxism scholars from
whom I have read seem to think that Marx meant more than
inanimate forces. ^ They are- of the opinion that he meant
things that might be classed as personal productive forces
1. Karl Meltx, Capital, vol. I, p. 170.
2. Ibid., p. 173t
3. Cf . M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
,
pp, '66-67.
Mandell M. Bober, Karl Marxes Interpretation of
E, R, A, Seligmann, Economic Interpretation of History
pp. 67-58, 63.
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such as laborers, inventors, discoverers, engineers, and
finally the qualities of the race. Unless a person is
willing to say that Marx meant by this concept only thhse
things which nature thrusts before a man’s eyes, and is
therefore bound to discover what is set before him, we
have to say that this concept includes just such forces.
The mode of production is not synonymous. .. .with
technique. The concept is much wider; it subsumes
the ensemble of three agencies, man, natTire and
technique.
1
Before I close this, the following section from an un-
translated portion of a letter should be quoted because of
the light it throws upon the concept:
Es ist {iberflttssig, hinzuzufiigen, dass die Menschen
nlcht frei ihre ProductivkrSifte - welche die Grundlage
ihrer ganzen Geschichte sind - w&hlen, denn jede
Produktlvkraft 1st eine erworbene Kraft, das Produkt
frttherer T&tigkeit. Die ProduktivkrSfte sind also das
Resultat angewandter menschllcher Energie, aber diese
Energie selbst ist bedingt durch die Verhlltnlsse, in
denen sich die Menschen beflnden, durch die schon
erworbenen Produktivkr&fte, durch die soziale Form,
die vor ihnen existiert, die sie sich schaffen, die das
Erzeugnis der vorhergehenden Generation ist. Durch
diese einfache Tatsache, dass jede folgende Generation
die von der friiheren erworbenen ProduktivkrSifte
vorflndet, die ihr als Rohmaterial su neuer Produktion
dienen, entsteht ein Zusammenhang in der menschlichen
Geschichte, bildet sich eine Geschichte der Menschheit,
die urn mehr Geschichte der Menscheit ist, als die
ProductivkrSifte der Menschen und damit auch ihre
sozialen Beziehungen gewachsen sind. Daraus folgt
notwendig: die soziale Geschichte der Menschen ist
immer nur die Geschichte ihrer Individuellen Entwicklup^
ob sie sich dessen bewusst sind Oder nicht. Ihre
materiellen Beziehungen sind die Grundlage aller ihrer
Beziehungen. Diese materiellen Beziehungenjsind nur die
notwendlgen Formen, in denen ihre materlelle und
Indlviduelle TStigkeit sich verwirklicht. 2
1. Mandell M. Bober, Karl Marx’s Interpretation ofHistory
, p.
2. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, tiber ^iistorischen
Materialismus, vol. II
, pp. 20-2TT
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If this is correct then the concept can be interpreted to
mean any force, personal or impersonal, which enables
men to satisfy their needs*
The second concept, "relations of production" is
certaihly not as difficult as the other. At this point
a statement of Marx*s serves; it is this;
We thus see that the social relations within which
individuals produce, the social relations of pro-
duction, are altered, transformed, with the change
and development of the material means of production,
of the forces of production. The relations of
production in their totality constitutes what is
called the social relations, society, and, moreover,
a society with a peculiar, distinctive character* 1
By this phrase Marx evidently means the legal and state
forms, ordinances and laws, as well as the groupings of
social classes and sections: thhs, the social conditions
amid which the production is carried on* A careful re-
reading of the statement of the materialistic conception
of history will show that Marx usas synonymously the
following terms; "relations of production", "property
relations'* and "the economic structure of society", but
the superstructure of society, its social, political and
religious Institutions are not included in the concept* So
the "relations of production" or what is called often the
"conditions of production" are the economic foundation of
society, the envlroment for the productive forces, yet
always determined by them*
1. Karl Marx, Wage-Labour and Capital, pp* 28-29
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With the explanations, another illustration of how
this conception of history can be used, might help to
establish its raesining. Feudalism was based upon the
possession of the lands by the nobles and the industrial
labor of the corporations of the town. Then middle-class
society arose. The new society was based on private
property, and therefore endeavored to sweep away all
communal, corporation and hereditary rights, to abolish all
the institutions that were associated with feudalism such
as the state church and the monastery. Any form of abso-
lutism was in conflict with this new class, so it too was
attacked. Now all this took place, not because of more
Intense thought or enlightenment, or the call of super-
natural power but as a consequence of the influence of
the material world, the economic foundation of society,
primarily upon the mind, which translated and transformed
the external forms into religious, juridical and economic
conceptions.
The above is an Illustration of a static case, according
to this Interpretation of history. In revolutionary
changes there are two groups of causes: changes in productive
forces and struggles between social classes, which naturally
grows out of the first group. The process is something
like this: as the productive forces expand, that is, as the
skill of the worker Increases, new labor processes are
discovered such as tools or machines, and as better organize-
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tion of trade and exchange take place so that the material
basis or economic foundation of society is altered, then
the old conditions of production cease to promote the
interests of production. Since the old conditions or re-
lations of production are adapted to the old forces or
powers of production, a conflict, a purely objective con-
flict, arises between the economic structure and the forces
of production. This conflict starts to influence the minds
of men; some find trouble in making their system run as
effeciently as they did; others feel they are confronted
with something new; while others find their economic
security destroyed. In this process social distinctions
acquire a new significance. Certain classes which wrre
formerly the "disinheirted" now gain economic and social
power as did the middle-class 'when-it^moved into the towns,
and other classes consequently declined as did the nobles.
It is natural that the old conditions of production with
their cultural entrenchment and traditional protectors are
hard to dislodge. But men, with this conflict in their
minds, start new trains of thought, forntulate new ideas
which correspond to the situation. Doubts then arise, then
schisms, then revolutions and struggles. From these historical
anatagonisms arise the Intellectual and political anatagonis4s
of every age. Marx’s concise statement of this is;
In broad outline, we can designate the Asiatic, the
ancient, the feudal, and the modern bourgeois methods
of production as so many epochs in the progress of
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the economic formation of society. The bourgeois re-
lations of production are the last antagonistic form
of the social process of production - antagonistic
not in the sense of individual anatgonism, but of
one arising from conditions surrounding the life of
individuals in society; at the same time the productive
forces developing in the womb of bourgeois society
create the material conditions for the solution of
that antagonism. This social formation constitutes
therefore, the closing chapter of the prehistoric
stage of human society, 1
A frequent charge placed against this theory, is that
the economic factor as the sole factor is not sufficient
to explain all of history. There is only one answer and it
can be found in the direct words of Engels’, who writing
a letter printed in Per Sozialistsche Akademiker of October ]
»
1895, attempted to state Marx’s and his position on this
question. He wrote;
Marx and I are partly responsible for the fact that
the younger men have sometimes laid more stress on
the economic side than it deserves. In meeting the
attacks of our opponents it was necessary for us
to emphasize the dominsuit principles, denied by them;
and we did not always have the time, place and
opportunity to let other factors, which were concerned
in the mutual action and reaction get their deserts. 2
More explicitly:
According to the materialistic conception of history
the factor which in the last instance is decisive
in history is the productlonand reproduction of actual
life. More than that neither Marx nor I have ever
asserted. But when anyone distorts this so as to
read that the economic factor is the sole element,
he converts the statement into a meaningless abstract
absurd phrase. The economic condition is the basis
1. M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
, p. 77.
2. Harry W, Laidler, History of Socialist Thought
, p. 202,
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but the various elements of the superstructure - the
political forms of the class contests, and their
results, the constitution - the legal forms, and also
the reflexes of these actual contests in the brains
of the participants, the political, legal and philo-
sophical theories, the religious views* ...all these
exert an influence on the historical struggles and in
many instances determine their form* ^
I quote this recognizing that they are not the direct words
of Marx, but they come from one who worked so close to
him, and so often worked for him that they can be given
some serious consideration. Furthermore, the "forces of
production" when made to include man’s labor, seem to sub
stantiate this position of Engels* Speaking roughly ths
materialistic interpretation of history says that man’s
task is prescribed by his enviroment and in that enviroment
the economic interest is paramount because the means of life
are simply the first things to which men pay attention* It
would be correct to say that material factors are true
causes but to use the word economic is to limit the causes
to the "relations of production". Plainly Marx would not
do that* First causes, or the basic motivation for social
changes is in the "powers of production", and if these do
not change it is quite useless to try change from some other
angle.
If this is true it makes it hard to support the position
1. Ibid*, p* 202
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that Marx was a psychological hedonist. When men have
placed this charge against his theory of historical causa-
tion, they have misunderstood him; Marx does not say very
much about human motives, but confines himself to describing
causation in terms of material forces. And even when he
he talks about them, selfishness is spoken of in a condemna-
tory way.l The quotations from Engels given before would
make possible any number of motives. In further support of
this, let me again refer to the quotation I made from
Marx at the first of this section. 2 In that statement he
applies his theory to social relations and social production;
beyond these he does not go. A discussion of man's personal
motives does not occur, and the importance of the economic
factor arises in history only at the point where man has
social production. Even then the causes are not motives,
but objective forces in the social envlroment. Someone
may say that hedonism is an implication of Marxism; about
that there will be no discussion; my only statement is that
Marx is not a hedonist is his interpretation of history.
It is observable that this cardinal conception in the
thought of Marx can easily be misunderstood. And in closing
this section it mlgiht be well for us to state again the
theory. What Marx seems to be trying to say is that the
1. Cf. Karl Marx, C apital
,
vol. II, p. 843.
2. 'Sbe p. 32. ,
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broad transformations of society from age to age arise
from economic conditions, and that men, regardless of
their motives, are in the mass guided by what they achieve
in these conditions. This idea of historical evolution
is more difficult to grasp than the idea of exploitation
or the accumulation of capital or concept of value, but
the grasping of this theory of history marks the period
of a person’s transformation from an ordinary rebel
Socialist to a Marxian Socialist. In closing a statement
about Marx’s originality is not amiss.
If originality can be properly claimed only for those
thinkers who not alone formulate a doctrine but first
recognize its importance and implications, so th^at^ it
thereby becomes a constituent element in their whole
scientific system, there is no question that Marx
must be recognized in the truest sense as the originatojjp
of the economic interpretation of history. 1
1. E. R. A. Seligmann, Economic Interpretation of History
,
pp. 52-53.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Social Philosophy of Karl Marx: The Class Struggle
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Chapter III
The Social Philosophy of Karl Marx; The Glass Struggle
To use the phrase ” class struggle” is to open a subject
about which few people in practically any group know any-
thing. Yet the phrase embodies one of the most important
contributions Marx made to the comprehension of the role
of classes, class struggles and class consciousness in his-
torical change. And the concept symbolized by the phrase
has served as an exact historical description, as a prophecy
and as a method of achieving desired ends for one of the
largest countries in the world, and for more than one
political party. Because of its historical and theoretical
significance, an exact understanding of the class struggle
is desirable.
Historians and scholars prior to Marx recognized the
part played by classes in political struggles and social
upheavals, but Marx gavelt a careful and critical survey
resulting in a precise statement, '^he following statement
refers to the subject in these terms;
The Socialist and Communist systems properly so-called
those of St. Simon, Fourier, Owen and others, spring
into existence in the early undeveloped period,
described above, of the struggle between the prole-
tariat and the bourgeoisie....
The founders of these systems see. Indeed, the
class antagonisms, as well as the action of the
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decomposing elements in the prevailing form of
society. But the proletariat, as yet in its infancy
offers to them the spectacle of a class without any
historical initiative or any independent political
existence* 1
A personal letter of Marx*s shov/s that he recognizes his
lack of originality in selecting the idea; he wrote:
As far as I am concerned, I can't claim to have
discovered the existence of classes in modern society
or their strife against one another. Middle-class
historians long ago described the evolution of the
class struggles, and political economists showed
the economic physiology of classes. 2
It remained to Marx to give the theory its revolutionary
character, making it precise and unforgettable.
In the study of this section. The Manifesto of the
Communist Party since it gives much of the theory, is
quoted. Engels, writing in the preface of the Manifesto
gives the first clear formulation of the theory:
That proposition is: that in every historical epoch,
the prevailing mode of economic production and ex-
change, and the social organization necessarily
following from it, form the basis upon udiich is built
up, and from which alone can be explained the polit-
ical and intellectual history of that epoch; that
consequently the whole history of mankind (since the
dissolution of primitive tribal society, holding land
in common ownership) has been a history of class
struggle, contests between the exploiting and the
exploited, ruling and oppressed classes; that the
history of these class struggles forms aseries of
evolution in which, now-a-days, a stage has been
repched where the exploited and oppressed class -
the proletariat - cannot attain its emancipation from
the away of the exploiting and ruling class - the
bourgeoisie - without, at the same time, and once
1. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Manifesto of the Communist
Party
, p. 53.
2. M. Beer, Life and Teachings of Karl Marx
, p. 85*
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and for all, emancipating society at large from
all exploitation, oppression, class-distinction
and class struggles, ^
All the hope, vibrancy of the movement toward a classless
society in found in this passage. The urgency of the
vision *. which these men have seen will not let them
rest, A more academic statement of the theory is this
one, taken from the body of the Manifesto !
The history of all hitherto existing society is the
history of class struggles.
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord
and serf, guildmaster and journeyman, in a word,
oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant opposition
to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now
hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended
either in a revolutionary reconstitutions of society
at large, or in the common ruin of the contending
classes
.
In the earlier epochs of history, we find almost
everywhere a complicated arrangement of society in
various orders, a manifold graduation of social rank.
In ancient Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians
slaves; in- the middle ages, feudal lords, vassals,
guildmaster, journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost
all of these classes, again, subordinate graduations.
The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted
from the ruins of the feudal society, has not done
away with cl assy antagon isms. It has but established
new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms
of struggle in place of the old ones.
Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses
however, this distinctive feature; its has simplified
class anatgonisms. Society as a whole is more sind
more splitting up into two great hostile camns, into
two great classes directly facing each other:
Bourgeois and Proletariat. ^
Before examining the theory as a whole, the meaning of
1. Karl Marx and Frederick iingels. The Manifesto of the
Communist Party
, pp. 7-8.
2. lb id
. , pp • 12-13
.
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the more important terms employed by Marx should be made
clear. First is the term "class”, and since the theory is
called the class struggle, the term is central. First of
all, why have classes in the theory? A simple answer can
be made: because there are classes. The Manifesto puts it
clearly in the very first sentence of the first section:
The history of all hitherto existing society is the
history of class struggles. 1
The concept of classes is not a notion hoisted on the
shoulders of history; it is an empirical fact to be recog-
nized as such. The classification of society into groups
is a logical process dependent upon a man's perception
and reasoning powers, and if these are operating normally
he will see classes in society as surely as others lljave
observed them in minerals, jewels, plants and animals.
Wherever there is a specific group distinguishable as a
group from others because of marked common characteristics
or characteristic, there is a class made so by its very
nature. Interests also are not sufficient to make a class;
there must be characteristics of the people forming the
group that are objective to the group and the individuals
forming it. Since Marx held that economic facts were
fundamental he contended that economic characteristics were
valid for the purpose of classification and arrangement.
1. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Manifesto of the
Communi s t Party
, p. 12,
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This automatically eliminates political parties or groups
caused by divergence of economic views. However, a distinc-
tion would be drawn between the social division of labor
and classes; physicians, farmers, clerks, miners are
divisions but not classes. Classes for Marx arise from
the relations of production. He observes that in any given
mode of production the men who are direct participators
in the productive process sustain different relations.
A.nd these relations are the sources of economic or Marxian
classes.
The classes arising from such relations are two,
bourgeoisie and proletariat. They are defined as follows:
By bourgeoisie is meant the class of modern Capitalism,
owners of the means of social production and employers
of wage-labour. By the proletariat, the class of
modern wage-labourers who, having no mesins of pro-
duction of their own, are reduced to selling their
labor power in order to live. ^
Men whose chief means of living are wages form the working
class. Men whose most important source of livelihood is
their ownership of the means of production form the capitalislb
class. It makes little difference whether a worker owns a
bank-book or draws interest from some shares, or that a
capitalist supervises him. The outstanding thing about his
life is his interest in his wages and this makes him a
member of the proletariat in contrast with the capitalist
whose chief interest is not in wages but in capital and the
legal right to profit from it. It is plain there will be
1. Ibid,, p. 12
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divisions even within classes; there will he skilled and
unskilled workers, physical and mental workers, day and
salary workers, manual and "white-collared” workers, all
divisions but a common class because their interest in
and dependence upon wages makes them a class. There will
be differences just as varied in the owning class, also#
Thus, the relations which serve as criteria of a
class are property ownership or absence of property owner-
ship# What differences is there between ancient slaves
and themodern laborer? The difference is the freedom of
the laborer# While the slave was considered property the
modern proletarian is not# Although he owns no means of
production, he can still enter contractual relations with
the capitalist#^ While in the contractual relations the
capitalist can control his behavior, but when work is done,
the modern laboeer can do as he pleases. Bober says in
the way of final definition:
One may define, then, a class as a group of people
finding themselves in the same position with
reference to two things: the ownership or non-owner-
ship of the property essential to the labor-processes,
and second, the personal freedom enjoyed or deprived
of. 2
A characteristic of the proletariat is its revolutionary
nature# But before this can be understood it is necessary
1# Cf# Karl Marx, Capital , vol# I, pp# 169-178, 186-188#
2# Mandell M Bober, Karl Marx*s Interpretation of History
,
p# 96#
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to know what Marx means by revolution* This passage is
in the Manifesto ;
In depicting the most general phases of the develop-
ment of the proletariat, we traced the more or less
veiled civil war, raging within existing society,
up to the point where that war breaks out into open
revolution, and where the violent overthrow of the
bourgeoisie, lays the foundation for the sway of the
proletariat. 1
There is a difference between civil war and revolution
according to this passage, and the implication? is the violent
overthrow of the upper classes makes the difference. This
is further supported by the section where the proletariat
is pictured as the only revolutionary class; it is this:
Of all the classes that stand face to face with the
bourgeoisie to-day, the proletariat alone is the
really revolutionary class. The other classes decay
and finally disappear in the faceof modern industry;
the proletariat is its special and essential product.
The lower middle class .... fight against the
bourgeoisie to save from extinction their existence
as fractions of the middle class. They are, therefore,
not revolutionary, but conservative. .. .If by chance
they are revolutionary, they are so only in view of
their impending transfer into the proletariat. 2
Here the proletariat are revolutionary because they are
opposed to the middle-class, and the function of the revolu-
tionary class seems to be to destroy the capitalists. The
revolutionary function rests in the fact that of all the
classes, the laboring class is the one which is not absorbed
by modern industry, but is made anatgonistic to it. Revolu-
1. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Manifesto of the
Communist Party, p. 28.
2. Tbid. , pp." 26-§7.
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tion seems to occur at the point where one class that is
underneath forces the control from the hands of the ruling
group. This is borne out by the following quotation taken
from the chapter on the historical tendency of capitalist
accumulation:
The transformation of scattered private property,
arising from individual labor, into capitalist private
property, is naturally a process incomparably more
protected, violent and difficult than the transforma-
tion of capitalistic private property, already
practically resting on socialized production, into
socialized property. In the former case, we had the
expropriation of the mass of the people by a few
usurpers; in the latter, we have the expropriation
of a few usurpers by the mass of the people. ^
Place alongside this sentence:
The bourgeoisie, hlstori'Cally,, has played a most
revolutionary role. ^
This sentence occurs in the Manifesto after a description
of the rise of the middle-class, called the few "usurpers”
in the longer quotation above, and shows clearly that Marx’s
conception of revolution is basically an economic one which
means, after the revolution occurs in the modes of production
there occurs a complete change of control, a shifting of
power from one class to another, involving all the drastic
transformations in Institutions of the epoch that such a
move would require. That is why he calls the middle-class
a revolutionary class, sind in that same sense the proletariat
is a revolutionary class. There exists between the capitalists
and the wage-earner an unbridgeable gulf. The ownership of
1. /Algernon Lee, Essentials of Marx, p. 182.
2. Karl Marx and -b'redertck Engels, op. cit ., p. 15.
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capital is such arpower that it can even disregard the
ownership of lahor-power. It is left then for the laborer
to find his salvation and freedom through wresting from
the bourgeoisie the modes af production. Nothing less than
that is revolutionary and the proletariat is the only
class who can "expropriate the expropriators".
The full exposition of the theory, now that the terms
have been defined, is in the first section of the Manifesto .
Capitalism, says these men, appeared with the discovery
of America, the opening of Asia and the beginning of world
commerce. Now under feudalism. Industry was controlled by
closed guilds. These guilds were able to supply limited,
local markets but by their set-up they were not able to
supply a world market which had come into existence. The
economic necessity of large scale production forced the
guilds out of business and substituted manufacturing. In
the meantime, the burghers of different towns observing
their opportunity, had started to control the new businesses.
The revolutionary effect of the appearance of steam and
machinery was soon felt and aided greatly in substituting
manufacturing for hand-work, and thereby helping bring into
existence the middle-class. Modern bourgeoisie is itself
the product of a long series of revolutions in the modes
of production and exchange.
Each succeeding change in the economic status of the
bourgeois class was accompanied by a change in political
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status, gradually bringing them to the place that they
are the controlling class of the modern state. Marx
says:
The executive of the modern state is but a committee
for managing the common affairs of the whole
bourgeoisie. 1
The capitalists, in their advance, have played a
revolutionary role. Wherever they have obtained control,
they have torn apart with ruthlessness the old relations
of production and the institutions grounded on them. The
peaceful, idyllic world of feudalism was destroyed just
this way. This class has:
Pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that
bound man to his ’natural superiors’, and has left
remaining no other nexus between man and man thsin
ra ked self-interest, than callous ’cash payment’. It
has drowned the most heavenly ecstacies of religious
fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine
enthusiasm, in the icy water of egotistical calcu-
lation. It has resolved personal growth into ex-
change value, and in the place of numberless inde-
feasible chartered freedoms, has set up that single
unconscionable freedom - Free Trade. In one word,
for exploitation, veiled by political and religious
illusions, it has substituted naked, shameless,
direct, brutal exploitation. ^
Clearly Marx believes that all men have been forced to
live and work in and for a system which makes normative
self-interest.
At the same time, this class has accomplished many
1. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, op. cit
., p. 15
2. Ibid., p. 15.
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many things which can he praised as wonders:
Par surpassing the Egyptian pyramids, Roman aqueducts
and Gothic Cathedrals; it has conducted expeditions
that put in the shade all former exoduses of nations
and crusades. 1
With this the bourgeoisie has brought the..'revblUtlonizing
of the means ofproduction and the relations of production,
and with them the whole superstructure of society. No
longer are there any fast, rigid lines of social distinction
or unchangeable ways of producing. The essence of the new
class is a constant revolutionizing of all old forms.
The need for new markets forces the bourgeoisie over
all the globe, so that production and consumption take on
a cosmopolitan character. This produces an economic inter-
dependence of nations. Culture likewise spreads and world
literature appears.
National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness becomes
more and more impossible, and from the numerous
national and local literatures there arises a world
literature.
The bourgeoisie, by the rapid Improvement of all
instruments of production, by the immensely facili-
tated means of communication, draws all, even the
most barbarian, nations into civilization, "^e cheap
prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery
with which it batters down all Chinese walls.... It
compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt
the bourgeois mode of production. 2
With this invasion, it is also necessary for the capitalist
class to bring about centralization. Laborers must be placed
1. Ibid., p. 16.
2. Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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where they can he used, the country must be under the
domination of the city, and the means of production plus
property must be concentrated in the hands of a few men.
Because speed is essential, competition intense, the
tendency of centralization is quite plain. The concentre
tion occurs not only in social and economic realms but in
the political realms. Here is a passage which describes
this;
The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one
hundred years, has created more massive and more
colossal productive forces than all preceding gen-
erations together. Subjection of nature’s forces to
man, machinery, application of chemistry to industry
and agriculture, steam-navigation, railways, electric
telegraphs, clearing of wh@le continents for culti-
vation, canalization of rivers, whole populations
conjured out of the ground - what earlier century
had even a presentiment that such productive forces
slumbered in the lap of social labor? 1
All this is a description of the rise and work of the
modern capitalist class, one of the classes in the modern
struggle. The bourgeoisie arose because at certain times
in the development of the means of production in feudal
society, a clash occurred between them and their relations.
So into their places stepped free competition, accompanied
by a superstructure adapted to it and the control of the
structure in the hands of the bourgeois class. But just
as the disintegrating process took place in the womb of
feudalism, so there is taking place a process of destruction
1. Ibid., pp. 18-19.
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in the womb of capitalism;
Modern bourgeois society with its relations of pro-
duction of exchange and property, a society that has
conjured up such gigantic means of production and of
exchange, is like the socerer, who is no longer
able to control the powers of the nether world whom
he has called up by his spells. 1
The evidence further cited for this is the presence of in-
dustrial crises which periodically place on trial the
bourgeois society. Over-production breaks out, commerce
is reduced to a minimum, industry limits its activities,
all because the rigid relations of production will not
take care ofthe immense wealth produced by it. Each crisis
is then overcome by methods that will turn the new peaks
of prosperity into more severe crises. So the forces of
production which capitalism has brought into existence
are the very weapons of its own death.
If the theory of class struggles stopped here, there
would be little interest for us, but it does not stop. This
is the description of how one of the classes arises. Now
we find that the capitalist society with its bourgeois
class not only forges the weapons of death but also calls
into existence the men who will wield them - the laboring
class or the proletariat.
In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i. e.
,
capital,
is developed, in the same proportion is the pro-
letariat, the modern working class, developed, a
1. Ibid., p. 19
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class of laborers, who live only so long as they find
work, and who find work only so long as their labor
increases capital* These laborers, who must sell
themselves piecemeal, are a commodity, like every
article of commerce, sind are consequently exposed to
all the fluctuations of the market. 1
The process goes on; the workman is made the mere appendage
of the machine; his work loses its charm; monotony and
repitition are present. The whole burden of toil increases
with the use of machinery and the division of labor. Soon
classes arise.* They £U*e the bourgeoisie and the proletariat,
This working class, which is brou^t into existence
by the bourgeoisie, goes through various stages of develop-
ment. From the outset it has a struggle with the capitalist
class* At first it is a matter of each laborer and each
employer, then it becomes the workers of some one factory
or a trade, and finally the people in some one locality.
At times the proletariat is enlisted by the bourgeoisie in
their fight against absolute monarchy, but for the most
part, with machinery obliterating distinctions, wages
steadily going downward, the laborer becomes more class-
conscious. As this takes place, the collision between the
two classes assumes more and more a distinct class character,
Unions grow up, then national organizations and finally
labor parties are formed* The Manifesto says:
This organization of the proletarians into a class,
and consequently into a political party, is continuall3
being upset again by the competition between the
1. Ibid*, p* 21*
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workers themselves. But it ever rises up again,
stronger, firmer, mightier. 1
This party becomes stronger and stronger as the bourgeois
at times are compelled to bring the laboring class into
political arena uo support them. With the edges of the
ruling class constantly being thrown into the laboring
classes because of concentration, the labor party develops
the conditions of enlightenment and progress. Finally
when the decisive hour approaches, whole sections of the
capitalistic class will move into the labor party, lending':.
their trained minds to the work of the struggle.
Marx sees no hope from any other class. He writes:
Of all the classes that stand face to face with the
bourgeoisie to-day, the proletariat alone is a really
revolutionary class. The other classes decay and
finally disappear in the face of modern Indus try;
the proletariat is its special and essential product.
Other classes, such as small manufacturers, shop owners,
farmers, artisans will battle but not for the overthrow
of the economic order; they fight only for their place in
the bourgeois class, so they are conservative. Nor is
there any hope in what is called the "social scum", for
they are better fitted to be the bribed tool of the
reactionaries rather than positive support in the revolution
But the proletariat, stripped of all property, its family
life slowly disappearing, dependent utterly upon its em-
2
1. Ibid,, p. 25.
2. Ibid., p. 26.
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ployers, is more and more skeptical of its rulers, more
and more willing to act against them*
One thing which is unique about the victory of the
proletariat; there will be no class left to exploit.
All the preceding blasses that got the upper hand,
sought to fortify their already acquired status by
subjecting society at large to their conditions of
appropriation* The proletsirians cannot become
masters of the productive forces of society except
by abolishing their own previous mode of appropriation,
and thereby also every other previous mode of appro-
priation* They have nothing of their own to secure
and to fortify; their mission is to destroy all
previous securities for, and insurances of. Individual
differences* 1
This is true because the movement of the proletsiriat will be
a movement of the vast marjority rather than an independent
self-conscious' minority* The whole of the upper strata of
society will be thrown into the air by this upheaval and no
exploited class with be left*
The Inevitability of some such conflict as thorough
and general as this one, is based in the increasing misery
of the laborer. While under feudalism the serf could at
least live, and while the petty bourgeois could develop
into a bourgeois, the laborer under capitalism sinks lower
and lower*
He becomes a pauper, and pauperism develops more
rapidly than population and wealth. And hereit be-
comes evident, that the bourgeoisie is unfit any
longer to be the ruling class in society, and to
impose its conditions of existence upon society as Bn
1* Ibid., pp* 27-28.
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over-riding law. It is unfit to rule, because it is
incompetent to assure an existence to its slave,
within its slavery, because it cannot help letting
him sink into such a state that it has to feed him,
instead of being fed by him. Society can no longer
live under this bourgeoisie, in other words, its
existence is no longer compatible with society. 1
Can the capitalist help himself? No; because capitalism
depends on capital and its accumulation; that depends upon
wage-labour. Wage-labour is dependent upon competition.
To have competition the capitalist must bring together
masses of workers, but this very act starts the tendency
of increasing misery and the disciplining of the workers
into class-consciousness. A reference in Capital gives
this clearly:
While there is thus progressive diminution in the
number of capitalist magnates (who usurp sind monop-
olize all the advantages of this transformative
process), there occurs a corresponding increase in
the mass of poverty, oppression, enslavement, de-
generation, and exploitation; but at the same time
there is a steady intensification of thewrath of
the working class - a class which grows ever more
numerous and is disciplined, unified and organized
by the very mechanism of the capitalist mode of
production. Capitalist monoply becomes a fetter
upon the method of production which has flourished
with it and under it. The centralization of the
means of production and the socialization of labour
reach a point where they prove Incompatible with
their capitalistic husk. This is burst asunder. The
knell of the capitalist private property sounds.
The expropriators are expropriated. 2
This review of the first section of the Manifesto
puts concretely the theory of class struggles and gives us
Ibid., p. 29.
Karl Marx, Capital
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a panorama of history viewed through the glasses of
classes, showing the rise of the bourgeoisie, the genius of
the proletariat, the logical clash, and what Marx believes
will be the outcome of it - the victory of the proletariat.
This theory now appears to us, not as a theory that applies
to one limited portion of history, one selected epoch,
but as a theory which attempts to explain the progress of
mankind under all systems of society. It offers explana-
tions of the transformations of ancient cultures, the rise
of feudalism, as well as of capitalism and socialism. The
whole sweep of human affairs is examined and the main
phenomena there is viewed as series of class struggles which
are at once economic and political in character. These
conflicts are not static; the oppossing classes change again
and again in the course of time, but the struggle is always
present so long as there are basic differentiation of
classes, ^he present stage of the struggle - the struggle
between labosers and capitalists - is regarded as the last
phase, and the resolution of this conflict will mean the
resolution of all conflicts, the destruction of all classes.
Because of this the proletariat has its historic mission of
freeing the world, building a classless society. So the
class struggle is not only a description but an authoritative
basis for revolutionary action throughout the world.
We have defined classes, the .nature of the two classes
Marx selects, the revolutionary character of the proletariat,—
lo ei/ines ,eieIoes'iuocf lo ealrr erii 3nlwOi'lje ,eee8fiXo
EOVoXIecT XTflM ;^bj1w fero? ,':1cbIo Iso^aoX arfl ©jXct
.ctaX'Tjed'^IOTfq erf:f 'to ^''o^folv - il *10 ©inoo:iL<’0 erf;f ocT IXZn
eoXIqqjB rfarW >;rfOforf:t g bb d'O/i xtu oi eriBaaqjs wotr r-roodi etdi‘f
,r(ooq© f:ip;t4[>o£e»3 ©/to ,^oi8lri *to nol:t^)q qro orf
lo cB 0 »r30iq ©rict nlBiqxo od” ecfcmoddfi dcidv TrT'oeifd b bb ;fjcrcf
-Boalaxp Bfrollo dl .Tr^t^iooe 'io ampde^s rxefcni/ tniijf/rBiti
98X*J B/fd ,8©*njdIi/o dneio/iB lo Knoldunnolena'id ©rid lo enold
odT •tnellalooz ba^ maX/Bdlq©f) lo bb XIbw ae ,mBlXj9f>xt©l lo
nXBffr ©rid ^^fi ^o^^roex9 b1 e'liall© cusasjd lo q?ey/8 . loriw
rirt^rfw aolssyrd© ©eaXo lo C9X*i9s cb bowolv si eTerid snefliortoriq
©BOriT .Todofl*ii*i(o nJ iBoXdCXoq 5fiB otironow ©o/io d* ©tb
©snario ceagBlo gniepoqqo ©rid joi^dedet dou ©i© cdoXXl/roo
s^flwiji el ©Ijru'idc ©rid dt/ri , -.rtrid lo &p.'r?jroo Grid trX nlBg© ^a©
lo noXdcldnoiollib oX«flrf o'/© e© 300! op daseAiq
©XS3Jtnd8 ©rid - oX^a/f'tde ©rid lo ©s©dB drtoceiq ©rf^ .pobpbXo
deal orid a© ^pMB3©*I eX - BdalXadlono hnc BrrescrnX ctdswdo'’;
ocfd aBotc XXi«^ doXXlnoo aXrfd lo noXdaJop.©*/ ®:Id bn© ,© 8Brfq
.’»osa©Io XI© lo /xoXdo//*tdE©b ©rid
,
3doiIlfioo XI© lo noXdwXoB©*/
lo /lodBcit; oIiodsM 8di EBi dfli i©de IcitTr ©rfd aXrid lo qbjjbo^
orid oS «^d©JooB bboXcpjdIo b aaJtbliarf .bXiow ©rid 3^1©©^
©vXdx*di*joridi;« nc dari aoidol'toeob © T^Irro den eX ol^s/zada ra^fo
.M'tow 9rfd dirori^oarrfd noXdo© vTunoldx/Xov©*! *10! elaacf
eoesalo owd ©rid Ic 9 ii»d©xi. ©rid ^boqrbXo bBirilon ©veri ©A
, dflX'iBdefo*/© 9rid lo ‘lodeni-orio t*xari*^XdoXov©*r orid ,Bda©roB rnoM
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no7/ in closing a simple statement of the class struggle
would be well* The class struggle could be simply stated
as the clash between classes. But this covers more than
it reveals. To clarify further: groups of proletarians
may revolt but until they revolt as a class there is no
class struggle. Yet a second distinguishing mark would be
the purpose of the struggle: many strikes are for the im-
provement of factory conditions or raising wages but they
may not be signs of the class struggle. The purpose of the
class struggle by its nature is the overthrow of one class
by another. As long as it is individual it can hardly be
said to be a class struggle.
We have before us the theory, and it is a theory which
shows us, not individuals struggling against one another,
but classes exploited by classes, and classes struggling
against classes. In capitalism there are two such classes
the capitalist and the laboring, the former of which is
doomed to defeat and the latter to victory. I'he struggle
is Intense, prolonged and bitter. Each age sees it nearer
the climax and when the climax does appear, the proletariat
will be free from bondage.
Even here, Marx would remind us that the class struggle
is the outgrowth of the deeper conflict between the new
"forces of production" and the old "relations of production".
Struggles in society aren't caused by mere ill-willed agitate
the silent contradictions of the economic system work a
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.©^BbfTod rao'rt 99*11 od XXXw
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relentless transformation, and the class struggle is but
the conflict appearing men, taking the form of battling
for economic and political power. Once the "forces of
production” have outgrown the "relations of production”
in any particular epoch the class struggle will appear, to
be resolved only by some form of revolution. This, I
believe, makes the class struggle a logical corollary of
the materialistic interpretation of history.
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SUMMARY

Suimnary
This thesis, after reviewing the life of Marx v/ith
special emphasis upon his intellectual development, has
been,]giainly concerned with the materialistic conception
of history and the theory of class struggle. In regard
to the former, it has been said that Marx, influenced
largely by Hegel’s idea of process and his dialectic,
stated the dyn^ ic law of history in terms of a material
process. In a few words, the law was that in all social
production men enter into relations v/hlch are independent
of their wills; these relations of production are always
the result of a certain stage in the development of the
pov/ers of production. Therefore the powers of production
v/ith the relations of production, the economic structure
of society, constitute the real foundation on v/hich
rises institutions and ideas. The general character of
any epoch is determined by the mode of production. Be-
cause the modes of production are constantly changing,
we have a law of history which is one of becoming rather
than being. In further explanation of the conception
"pov/ers of production", it was defined as any force,
personal or Impersonal, \4iich enables men to satisfy
their material needs; "relations of production" v/ere
defined as any or all social relations which men have in
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their social production. The charge that this theory
made the economic factor the sole factor was denied as
was the charge that Marx was a psychological hedonist,
Marx was stating that in the broad changes of human
history the economic factor is dominant.
When the conception of class struggle was discussed,
its historical background as a theory v/as pointed out,
then a direct statement of the proposition '"as given.
In a review of the first section of the Communist Manifesto ,
there was traced the rise of the capitalist class, the
attendant growth of the laboring class, and the result-
ing conflict and final dissolution of the capitalist
class. The theory in brief is the belief that every
change in the powers of production brings forth a new
class which clashes with the old class as does the
powers of production with the ancient relations of pro-
duction, Today the conflict is simplified into two
classes, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. This is
the final class struggle, for v/ith the victory of the
proletariat, there will be left no class to ex|)loit.
Further explanation of the theory was the defining of
the word "class" as any group that have objective
economic characteristics which set them apart, and dis-
tinguishing between the two classes that characterized
the modern epoch. Capitalists were capitalists because
they were an owning class; laborers were laborers be-
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cause they were an earning class. When the nature of revolu-
tions v/as exsmined and discovered to be sweeping eco-
nomic change, it was clear why Marx called the working
class a revolutionary class. This section closed with a
definition of class struggle as one where there is a
class rather than a group struggling, and the purpose
of the struggle is the overthrow or coercion of the rul-
ing class.
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